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Sale ends April 30th, 2019
Spring Sale!

Order online today! www.BrockWhite.com Not all items in stock at all locations, but can be shipped.

BW Blade

BW Red Sprayer

K770 Saw

BW #1009004 14” Economy $62.99 

Nomaflex

BW #0797325
BW #0797326
BW #0797327
BW #0797328

$1.39 
$1.59 
$1.79 
$2.19  

BW #1101315
BW #1104315

3.5 Gallon
Dripless

BW #1148198
BW #1104333

14” Saw
2 Stroke Fuel

$879.99

1/2” x 31/2” x 5’
1/2” x 4” x 5’
1/2” x 5” x 5’
1/2” x 6” x 5’ 3.5 gallon TriPoxy coated 

Sprayer with Viton™ 
Seals for the Concrete 
Professional. TriPoxy Steel 
Tank with Large Tri-Lock 
opening. Brass Spray 
handle, wand, Nozzle and 
Pump.

Light weight, 
ergonomic 14” 
Husqvarna saw. 
Outstanding 
power-to-
weight ratio, 
reliable start & 
exceptionally 
low vibrations.

General purpose diamond blade for cured 
concrete & brick. 
Low cost diamond 
blade for smaller jobs 
(seg height .400). 
14” blade. 

Boots

BW #1102426
BW #1102427
BW #1102395
BW #1102396
BW #1104035

8-10 MED
11-12 LRG
13-14 L/XL
15-16 XL
17-19 XXL

$51.89 
$51.89 
$51.89 
$51.89 
$59.99 

TREDS super tough slush 
Boot - rubber slickers. 
Puncture and tear 
resistant. Made of latex 
natural rubber.

Rain Suit

BW #1104219
BW #1104220
BW #1104221

$47.59 
$47.59 
$47.59 

SM/MD
LRG/XLRG
2XL/3XL

PIP Class 3 Hi-Vis 2 piece 
rain suit. Ideal for rainy 
conditions. Lightweight 
polyester with waterproof 
PU coating and taped 
seams. Zipper closure with 
storm flap.

3M Fall Protection

$114.99
$133.99

NEW! Nomaflex Cutter

A closed cell extruded polypropylene 
foam. Resists oils, gas, salts, acetone 
and other chemicals. Easy to 
handle, no odor or sticky 
residue, can be installed 
using traditional methods. 10’ 
also available in select locations.

Buy premix fuel with 
saw and get an 
extended warranty!

Heavy gauge seamless steel tray with 
front tray braces, 
“H” brace, 
steel cross 
strips and 
leg stabilizer.

Jackson Wheelbarrow

BW #1100460
BW #1100461

$129.99
$124.99

Assembled
Unassembled

BW #0797319
BW #0797320
BW #0797321

$30.99 
$30.99 
$30.99 

Innovative scoring tool for use with 
Nomaflex expansion joint that enables 
installers to create a void when sealant is 
required, eliminating 
the need for a 
separate void 
cap system. 

1/2” 
3/4”
1”

BW #1104541     
BW #1151124
BW #1150103      

$111.00                                    
$158.00
$249.00                                       

Protecta 6’
Nano-Lok™ 6’
Nano-Lok™ 8’

Buy 10 Brock White Ecomony Blades 
and get a free Jackson Wheelbarrow!

Easy-to-use, ergonomically 
designed self-retracting 
lifelines (SRL) that can 
be directly connected 
to most 
harnesses.
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Sale ends April 30th, 2019
Spring Sale!

Chalk Line SaverSpray Paint

BW #1100365 Clear Spray $4.99 

Meets OSHA / NFPA Code 30 req & 
UL / ULC approved for safe storage of 
flammable liquids. Env-friendly 
lead free 24-gauge 
hot dipped 
galvanized steel. 

Safety Gas Can

BW #1100211
BW #1100212
BW #1102394
BW #1100208

2Gal Red
5Gal Red
5Gal Yellow
Funnel 10”

$35.99 
$39.99 
$40.99 
$5.99  

BW #1102242, 1100371-74 $3.49 

Meets APWA color standards and 
is VOC compliant. Safe for grass. 
20oz. Available in pink, blue, 
green, orange, and white. 

Keson Chalk Line Saver clear spray 
paint protects your chalk line 
from wind, rain and foot 
traffic. Save hours of 
rework by protecting 
your chalk layout on 
the jobsite. 

$9.99  

Baricade Tape

BW #1104858 CAUTION

Brock White “Caution” Barricade Tape in 
Yellow, 3”x1000’ roll.

Mud Mats

BW #0210327 8’ x 15’ $220.99 

Unroll Mud Mats and drive over muddy 
ground without getting stuck, rutting 
or tracking mud off the site. Pocketed 
double wall high strength fabric with high 
tensil reinforcing ribs.

Buy case quantities (12 cans) and 
pay $2.99/can! Call for pallet pricing. 

Buy case quantities (8 rolls) and pay 
$7.99/roll!

$129.99
$124.99

SikaLevel 325 SikaQuick SmoothSikaLevel Skimcoat

BW #0301564 $29.9955 LB BW #0336723 50 LBBW #0336724 10 LB  $15.99

Sika® Level-325 is 
a one-component, 
durable and versatile 
cementitious 
underlayment for interior 
and exterior concrete 
and cementitious 
substrates.

SikaQuick® Smooth Finish is a fast setting, 
one component, polymer modified, durable 
mortar for repairing 
and reprofiling 
vertical & overhead 
concrete surfaces 
to acheive a 
smooth finish. 

Fast setting, cement 
based smoothing 
and finishing 
compound  ideal 
for repairing or 
reprofiling old floors.

$31.99

BW Surface Retarder

BW #0336351
BW #0336352

1 Gal
5 Gal

$17.99
$55.99

Economical, easy 
to use method for 
producing beautiful 
exposed aggregate 
concrete flatwork with 
consistent results.
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BW Form Release BW Crete SealBW Super Gloss Sealer

BW #0331716
BW #0331717

$41.19 
$335.99 

5 Gal
55 Gal

BW #0334075
BW #0334078

5 Gal
55 Gal

BW #0336350 5 Gal  $109.99 $103.99 
$875.99 

High viscosity chemical 
form release suited for 
hotter weather & more 
porous substrates. 
When applied according 
to directions, will not 
stain concrete or cause 
bondability problems.

Transparent, low-
viscosity, 25% solids, 
VOC compliant, 
solvent-based acrylic 
curing, sealing and 
dustproofing compound. 
Designed for cool 
temperatures.

High performance sealer for exposed 
aggregate. Water-
clear, high-gloss, 
durable acrylic shield 
formulated with 
polymers for moisture 
repellence & high 
resistance to abrasion. 
Non-yellowing.
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MasterProtect H 400 MasterCure ER 50

BW #0718075 $159.995 Gal BW #0334883
BW #0334885

1 Gal
5 Gal

BASF MasterProtect 
H 400 (formerly 
enviroseal 40) 
is a water-
based is a 40% 
alkylalkoxysilane 
penetrating sealer for 
concrete.

$30.99
$131.99

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

	Prolongs surface plasticity for
longer working time

	Does not affect concrete strength
or abrasion resistance

	Faciliatates proper hydration of
high-strength mixtures

Reduces 
surface moisture 
evaporation from 
freshly placed 
concrete, especially 
in rapid-drying 
conditions.

Biostar & Floc Bags

BW #0200687
BW #0200832

5 Gal
Bags 4/CS

Non-toxic and non-
hazardous, naturally 
breaks down to 
carbon dioxide and 
water within two 
to three weeks of 
application. 2% 
solution strength.

Pump it Tube

BW #1104115
BW #1104116
BW #1104117
BW #1104119
BW #1104120

40” x 5’
40” x 10’
20” x 20’
12” x 5’
20” x 5’

Ideal for removing 
sediment when 
dewatering.

NEW! DeWALT Tools

NOW 
SELLING
Ask about our DeWALT specials!

Silt Fence

BW #0229301
BW #0229300

3’ x 100’ Orng
3’ x 100’ Blck

Choose from black or orange silt 
fence for sediment 
control around 
construction 
sites. 
3’x100’ 
rolls, 8’ OC 
Posts.
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Learn more at www.BrockWhite.com/Sinak

SINAK CONCRETE CURING TREATMENTS FEATURED PRODUCTS

®

      LEARN MORE AT
WWW.BROCKWHITE.COM/SINAK

 SINAK VC5™
SINAK VC-5™ is a lithium based concrete curing treatment 
that prevents failure of finished flooring systems due to 
concrete slab vapor emission, high internal relative humidity, 
and moisture borne alkaline contaminants. VC-5™ does not 
leave a film or residue on the surface and is compatible with 
all adhesives, floor coverings, and surface treatments. VC-5™ 
provides a non-prorated, fully transferable 15 year labor & 
material warranty. Surface profiling or damage to the surface 
will not affect or void the warranty.

SINAK LITHIUM CURE 2000™
SINAK Lithium Cure 2000™ is formulated to meet or exceed 
the performance requirements of concrete water cure 
specifications. Use of Lithium Cure 2000™ assures that 
the specified design strengths will be achieved along with 
development of improved surface durability properties and 
reduced permeability. Lithium Cure 2000™ does not leave 
a film or residue on the surface, eliminates discoloration 
from plastic or blankets and readily accepts dyes and stains 
allowing for broader sealing and finishing options. Lithium Cure 
2000™ is excellent for use on horizontal steel trowel finished 
concrete that will receive polish, clear sealer(s) or remain in 
a natural state. Lithium Cure 2000™ is not a bond breaker, 
reduces slab curling & cure related cracking.

SINAK FINISHING AID
SINAK Finishing Aid is a universal proprietary formulated, 
water based material designed to reduce friction while 
troweling freshly placed concrete. SINAK Finishing Aid is 
compatible with all known curing compounds, curing aids, 
and evaporation retarders. SINAK Finishing Aid is a ready 
to use formula. May be used in ride on power trowels, 3 gal 
pump sprayers or small spray bottles for use on hand tools. 

VC5™

LC 2000™

Contact your Brock White sales representative 
for additional information on Sinak products. 


